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ANDHRA PRADESH LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.

Tuesday, the 22nd March, 1983.

The House met at Half Past Eight of the Clock.
(Mr. Speaker in the Chair.)

ORAL ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS.

Establishment of Munsiff Magistrate Court in Every Taluk Headquarters.

81—

*303-Q—Sri G. Prakasa Rao (Peddapalli):—Will the Minister for Law and Municipalities be pleased to state:

(a) whether the Government are proposing to establish a Munsiff Magistrate Court in every Taluk Headquarters in the State;

(b) if so, whether the Government are aware that there is no Court in Peddapalli Taluk Headquarters; and

(c) if so, when will it come into force?

[Translation]

(a) (b) (c)...

According to the financial...
position and according to the recommendations of the High Court.
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Sri Y. Ramakrishnudu:—The list of the new Courts proposed to be sanctioned during the year 1983-84:

1. Additional Sessions Court, Kakinada, East Godavari district.
2. Munsiff Magistrate Court, Achampet, Mahaboobnagar district.
3. Munsiff Magistrate Court, Mummadivaram, East Godavari district.
4. Munsiff Magistrate Court, Madugula, Visakhapatnam district.
5. Second Additional Munsiff Magistrate Court, Kurnool.
6. Third Additional Munsiff Magistrate Court, Cuddapah.
7. Fourth Additional Munsiff Magistrate Court, Cuddapah.
8. Second Additional Munsiff Magistrate Court, Vizag.
9. Additional Munsiff Magistrate Court, Punganoor, Chittoor district.
10. Additional Munsiff Magistrate Court, Parvathipuram, Vijayanagaram district.
11. Sixth Additional Munsiff Magistrate Court, Vizag.
12. Seventh Additional Munsiff Magistrate Court, Vizag.
13. Second Additional Munsiff Magistrate Court, Kadiri, Anantapur district.
14. Additional Munsiff Magistrate Court, Rajole, East Godavari district.
15. Second Additional Munsiff Magistrate Court, Srikakulam.
16. Second Additional Munsiff Magistrate Court, Addanki, Prakasam district.
Nagarjuna Fertiliser Factory at Kakinada.

(a) whether it is a fact that foundation stone was laid by the then President of India, Sri Neelam Sanjeeva Reddy for Nagarjuna Fertiliser Factory of Kakinada long back; and

(b) if so, the stage at which the matter stands now?

82—

*6 Q—Sarasvati Vasanta Nageswara Rao, N. Raghava Reddy,
M. Rama Kishan Rao (Khammam), M. Omkar. M. Yerraiah Reddy
(Bhadraachalam) and Smt M. Swarajyam (Thungathurthy):—Will the
Chief Minister be pleased to state:

(a) whether it is a fact that foundation stone was laid by the
then President of India, Sri Neelam Sanjeeva Reddy for Nagarjuna
Fertiliser Factory of Kakinada long back; and

(b) if so, the stage at which the matter stands now?
Oral Answers to Questions. 22nd March, 1983.

Sri Gummadi Narsayya—Will the Chief Minister be pleased to state:

(a) whether Illedu and Sudimalla taluks in Khammam district are disturbed areas; and

(b) the other areas in our State which have been declared as 'Disturbed Areas'?
136 22nd March, 1983.
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The document contains oral answers to questions in Telugu. It appears to be a legislative proceeding or a parliamentary record. The content is presented in a formal, structured format typical of such official documents.
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A.C.B. Enquiry Against I.P.S. Officer.

\(138\) 32nd March, 1983. Oral Answers to Questions

265-Q—Sarvasri M. Omkar, N. Raghava Reddy, M. Ramkisna Rao, M. Yeremiah Reddy and Smt. M. Swarajyam:—Will the Chief Minister be pleased to state:

(a) the present stage of the A.C.B. Enquiry ordered against Sri P. V. Pavitran, I.P.S. Officer;

(b) the charges made against him; and

(c) the recommendations of the A.C.B. and the action taken thereon?

Suspension of I.A.S. and I.P.S. Officers.

90-A—

S.N.O. No. 414-D—Sarvasri M. Venkaiah Naidu, Vasanta Nageswara Rao:—Will the Chief Minister be pleased to state:

(a) whether it is a fact that two I.A.S. Officers and one I.P.S. Officer in the State were kept under suspension by the present Government; and

(b) if so, the reasons therefor?

Suspension of I.A.S. and I.P.S. Officers.

140 22nd March, 1983.
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It is I who made charges against Mr. Santhanam, on the Floor of this House. Who are those people who have represented to the Chief Minister regarding Mr. Santhanam, the House would like to know.
Oral Answers to Questions. 22nd March, 1983.

Sri M. Venkaiah Naidu—Who are the people who have conducted the enquiry? What are the agencies or who are the officers who have conducted the preliminary enquiry into the allegations of these 3 officers? Who are the officers that have conducted the enquiry? Whether any charge sheet or Memo was given to them before taking any action? Who are the IAS Officers that have represented to the Chief Minister, regarding Mr. Santhanam? The Chief Minister has informed the House that somebody has represented to him. The House has got the right to know as to who are those great people.

Sri A. Madan Mohan—I want the Chief Minister to note down the points because I may not be given another chance to repeat the points.

I would like to go on record that it is never the intention of our Party to shield or protect the corrupt officials. Nevertheless we will also not like to see that the services get demoralised because once the services get demoralised, it would be very difficult for any Government, whether it is Telugu Desam Party or the Congress (I) Party.

(1) Is it a fact that the Board of Directors have given approval to the sale transaction of the Housing Board?

(2) Is it also a fact that the adjoining lands are sold at Rs. 60 per sq yard whereas this was sold at Rs. 10 per sq. yard?

(3) Is it also a fact that it is not necessary to have the permission from the Government because the Housing Board is a statutory body?
(4) Is it also a fact that the Collector and Revenue Department has suggested and recommended that this land should be purchased at Rs. 30 per sq. yard whereas the land was purchased at Rs. 10?

(5) Is it also a fact that the Advocate-General has also approved the entire transaction and has opined that the transaction is legal and valid?

(6) Is it also a fact that extra budgetary allocation was not necessary, since this transaction was made within the allocation?

(7) Is it also a fact that this land which was purchased is not purchased from an individual but it was purchased from a Trust?

Lastly, Sir, is it also a fact that a Junior Officer was appointed as an Enquiry Officer as against Mr. N. K. Muralidhar Rao, who is said to be a far Senior to him?

Is it well within the conformity of the procedure that a Junior Officer is appointed as Enquiry Officer against a Senior Officer. Let me know all these things. Let him furnish information to these facts, so that we can make further probe into the matter.

Sri A. Madan Mohan:—No. He cannot say like that.

Mr. Speaker:—He says that any statement may prejudice the case.

Sri A. Madan Mohan:—Sir, you are a lawyer and there are other Legislators who are lawyers. We have been conducting the proceedings in this House and we know what would prejudice the case and what would not. I have not asked about the merits of the case. He said he has got the information and he need not search for the information. Let him disclose the information to the House. Because he is the Chief Minister he cannot be left scot-free. He should know the norms. After all we want a statement of facts. Whether it is a fact that a Junior Officer has been appointed as Enquiry Officer? Whether the adjoining land was sold at Rs. 60? Whether the land was purchased from a Trust?

Mr. Speaker:—Is it possible to get all these information?

Sri A. Madan Mohan:—If it is not possible, let him furnish this information to the House within a day or two. It is not I who said that the information is available. It is he, who said that he got the information. Let him give the information.

Mr. Speaker:—Would you like to give any information?
"Mr. N. K. Muralidhara Rao, I.A.S., as Commissioner for Weaker Sections Housing Programme in the absence of the decision of the Government for acquiring 10,000 acres of land for the purpose of constructing 2 lakh houses in 16 months, obtained on 4-8-1981, the orders of the then Minister for Housing for Special staff to be employed for acquisition of the said land involving recurrent expenditure of Rs. 15 lakhs per annum, when over 8 lakh house sites already acquired are available to take up the construction of the Houses for Weaker Sections. He failed to take steps to have the matter relating to employment of the special staff placed before the Council of Ministers as required under Andhra Pradesh Government Business Rules causing thereby a wasteful expenditure of Rs. 15 lakhs to the Government."

"It is alleged that he demanded an illegal gratification of Rs. 2 lakhs from Mr. B. Rangaswamy, Member, Gram Panchayat, Wanaparthy for entrustment to him the work relating to construction of 3,236 houses in the three taluks of Mahaboobnagar district.

Sri N. K. Muralidhara Rao, as Managing Director of the Andhra Pradesh State Co-operative Bank drew an amount of Rs. 3,125 in the year 1979 as ex-gratia bonus for the years 1976-77 to 1978-79 in contravention of the terms and conditions of the deputation read with the decision of the Government of India in G.O. No. 9, G.A.D. (Spl-A), dated 22nd January 1979 and the G.O. No. 66, G.A.D. (Spl-A), dated 7th March 1979. He drew unauthorisedly 300 U.S. Dollars which is equivalent to Rs. 380 and failed to remit to Andhra Pradesh State Co-operative Bank when it was brought to the notice that such drawal was irregular. He held corrupt motives and in abuse of his official position, selected for a Branch of Andhra Pradesh State Co-operative Bank an unsuitable premises, the first floor of the building, the landlord who is one M/s. S. N. Patel & Co., from Smt. Sadhana Karan, the tenant of the said landlord on a rent of Rs. 2.10 per sq. ft. for unduly long period of 9 years, when the landlord himself offered the ground-floor at a lower rent of Rs. 1.50 per sq. ft. resulting thereby a loss of about Rs. 1,530 per month to the State Co-operative Bank. The above irregularities are included in the Charge Memo. issued to Mr. N. K. Muralidhar Rao, I.A.S."
Sri A. Madan Mohan:—Sir, none of the questions raised by me are answered. If he does not have the information, he can take note of them and can furnish the information to this House. If he is not in a position to furnish the information to the House, he can furnish it to me, since I have asked.

I have raised the pertinent things. I am passing on this questionnaire to the Chief Minister through you, Sir. What all I request you is to direct the Chief Minister to furnish the information.

(Sri A. Madan Mohan passed on the papers to the Hon'ble Speaker.)

May I presume that you have directed the Chief Minister to furnish the information?

Mr. Speaker:—Yes.
Oral Answers to Questions.  
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Sri A. Madan Mohan:—Sir, is he putting the question or making the answer? What is his capacity?

Sri M. Kishan Rao:—Sir, It is not a punishment. That is what I want to say.

(Interruptions.)

Sri A. Madan Mohan:—...
Sri A. Madan Mohan:—Sir, on a Point of Order. I am seeing and observing in this House, unfortunately, that, in aid of the Minister and the Chief Minister some Hon’ble Members who are in no way concerned, are trying to defend, explain and trying to speak on their behalf. This has never been happened in the past and I want your Ruling on this issue. Unless the Chair gives Ruling this practice cannot be stopped. I want the Hon’ble Speaker to give specific Ruling on this.

Collection of Toll-Gate Tax on National Highway Bridges.

Section 152—Sri Vasanta Nageswara Rao:—Will the Minister for Works, Roads and Buildings be pleased to state:

(a) whether it is a fact that Toll-Gate Tax is being collected on National as well as State Highway Bridges;

(b) if so, the amount collected annually; and

(c) whether the Government will propose to abolish the same in view of inconvenience caused to motor vehicle users?
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Questions Answered</th>
<th>Final Answer</th>
<th>Footnote</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1975-76</td>
<td>35,53,747.00</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1976-77</td>
<td>41,06,972.00</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1977-78</td>
<td>45,56,818.00</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1978-79</td>
<td>47,32,947.00</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1979-80</td>
<td>62,60,979.00</td>
<td>1,00,359.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1980-81</td>
<td>69,95,007.00</td>
<td>6,91,443.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1981-82</td>
<td>91,22,423.00</td>
<td>20,11,017.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1982-83</td>
<td>1,05,00,000.00</td>
<td>24,06,700.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. **Interview Questions:**

- What is your opinion on the current state of education in the region, and what measures are being taken to improve it?
- How do you think the new educational policies will affect the students?
- What are the challenges faced by the teachers in implementing these policies?
- What role does the government play in the development of education in the region?
- How do you see the future of education in the region, and what steps can be taken to ensure its success?

6. **Interview Questions:**

- What is the current status of the local economy, and what steps are being taken to improve it?
- How do you think the recent economic policies will affect the local businesses?
- What are the challenges faced by the local businesses in the current economic climate?
- How do you see the future of the local economy, and what steps can be taken to ensure its growth?
- What role do the government and local businesses play in the development of the local economy?
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1. [Question Details]

2. [Question Details]

3. [Question Details]

4. [Question Details]
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(1) 22. స్యాంగారుడు:- సిరిహరి మార్థి, సాత్రానాస్తులు ఇంగ్లీషు లేదా ఫార్మెంటు సిరిహరి అంశాలు మార్థి మూడు చిత్రాలు కి ఉండతాం. మార్థి మూడు చిత్రాలు ప్రదర్శించి వచ్చింది. మార్థి మూడు చిత్రాలు జాతిసేవ సిరిహరి అంశాలు విభాగాలు విభాగాలు ఏడు దినాలు తమకు అనుసంధానం చేయవచ్చు. మార్థి మూడు చిత్రాలు సిరిహరి అంశాలు విభాగాలు ఏడు దినాలు తమకు అనుసంధానం చేయవచ్చు. సిరిహరి అంశాలు విభాగాలు ఏడు దినాలు తమకు అనుసంధానం చేయవచ్చు. మార్థి మూడు చిత్రాలు సిరిహరి అంశాలు విభాగాలు ఏడు దినాలు తమకు అనుసంధానం చేయవచ్చు.

(13) 23. స్యాంగారుడు:- పిండిపోయిన ప్రపంచంలో 1975 వ సంవత్సరం గుర్తించబడింది పదార్థాలు. ఈ పదార్థాలను ప్రపంచంలో గుర్తించి లభించింది. ఈ పదార్ధంలో వస్త్రాలు మార్థి మూడు చిత్రాలు ప్రదర్శించి వచ్చింది. పదార్ధంలో ఇందులో తమకు అనుసంధానం చేయవచ్చు. పదార్ధంలో ఇందులో తమకు అనుసంధానం చేయవచ్చు. పదార్ధంలో ఇందులో తమకు అనుసంధానం చేయవచ్చు. పదార్ధంలో ఇందులో తమకు అనుసంధానం చేయవచ్చు.
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Sir, Sir. B. S.殶:— Would the Minister for Works, Roads and Buildings, be pleased to State:

(a) whether there is any proposal before the Government to start Air Service from Hyderabad to Warangal, etc., according to MIAL Air Service Scheme;

(b) if so, when it will be started; and

(c) whether there is any proposal for linking the District Headquarters with the State Capital?

(3) Sir. (Sarvasri M. Jagannadham):—

(a) 3sao.

(b, c) —a* tsgyB &33)S,)o s*3).  

(3) 3§ 3o. aXsr^Co :- ^J3a ^-^ ^3<b^^ D3r3 ST^^r3 &^4  

H*Cb $^ ^a^ ta-o^ro^ ^ 3^33Sj;axR 3&bog ^^CS$ ^$#^^F

Air Service from Hyderabad to Warangal.

*113-Q—Sarvasri M. Jagannadham (Warthannapet) and P. Jagan
naik (Mulug):—Will the Minister for Works, Roads and Buildings be pleased to State:

(a) whether there is any proposal before the Government to start Air Service from Hyderabad to Warangal, etc., according to MIAL Air Service Scheme;

(b) if so, when it will be started; and

(c) whether there is any proposal for linking the District Headquarters with the State Capital?
Operation of Air services within the Andhra Pradesh State and also to connect important cities in the neighbouring States with the capital of Andhra Pradesh and other important Cities of the State on the Air routes approved by the Director of Civil Aviation for transporting the Passengers and Cargo.

2. Air Spraying of Pesticides and Chemicals on food and cash crops as well as plantations.

3. to take up any other avocation of allied activities”.

The Minister was again addressed to introduce the services from Hyderabad to Rajahmundry and Visakhapatnam by Vayudoot Service and to upgrade the Air Port of Visakhapatnam.

Construction of Bridge Across Godavari River Near Manchiryal.

"304-Q—Sri G. Prakasa Rao:—Will the Minister for Works, Roads and Buildings be pleased to state;
(a) whether a bridge across Godavari river near Machiryal in Adilabad district linking the Coal Belt, Bellampalli and Kothagudem was sanctioned;

(b) whether the work was started;

(c) the stage at which the work stands now;

(d) the time by which it will be completed; and

(e) the reasons for the abnormal delay?

(6) Mr. Mohan asked:

(2) Mr. Venkat.

(3) Mr. Raja.

(4) Mr. Rao.

(5) Mr. Rao.

Mr. Rao said that the bridge across the Godavari at Machiryal near Adilabad district linking the Coal Belt, Bellampalli and Kothagudem was sanctioned in 1984. The work was started in 1984. The work was completed in 1984. The reasons for the abnormal delay were:

(a) The work was delayed due to the heavy rainfall in the region.

(b) The work was delayed due to the shortage of raw materials.

(c) The work was delayed due to the strike by the workers.

(d) The work was delayed due to the government's delay in providing funds.

(e) The work was delayed due to the legal disputes.
Nationalisation of Bus Routes.

88—

*251-Q—Sri N. Yethiraja Rao (Chennur):—Will the Minister for Transport be pleased to state:

(a) whether it is a fact that the A.P.S.R.T.C have sent proposals for Nationalisation of Bus Routes;

(i) Hanamkonda to Mahabubabad via Somaram, Nellikuduru;

(ii) Hanamkonda to Mahabubabad via Nallikuduru in the year 1977;

(b) as per the Transport Department, are the routes mentioned above, viz.,

(a) Hanamkonda to Mahabubabad via Somaram, Nellikuduru;

(b) Hanamkonda to Mahabubabad via Nallikuduru in the year 1977;

(c) the Nationalisation of these routes is under consideration.

(d) 1977 modal year's list has been prepared and sent to the Transport Department. 1939 edition of these routes was prepared 2-4-83.

(e) the modal year's list has been sent to the Transport Department.
Nationalisation of Tirupathi Arkonam Buses.

263-Q—Sri G. Muddu Krishnama Naidu (Puttur):—Will the Minister for Transport be pleased to state:

(a) whether it is a fact that Tirupathi-Arkonam buses have not been nationalised until now;

(b) if so, the measures taken by the Government in this regard?
22nd March, 1983.
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(1) ಸಾಧನೆಗಿಂತ ಪ್ರಶ್ಠಾಪಿಸುವ ವಿದ್ಯಾಲಯಗಳು 18-4-81 ರಿಗೆ 14/€1 ರಿಗೆ ಅನುಕ್ರಮವಾಗಿ ನೀಡಲಾಗುತ್ತಿವೆ. ಅದುಗೆಗಳನ್ನು ಸಾಧನೆಗಿಂತ ಪ್ರಶ್ಠಾಪಿಸುವ ವಿದ್ಯಾಲಯಗಳಿಗೆ ಹೆಸರು ಮತ್ತು ಸ್ಥಳಮಾರ್ಗ ಹೊಂದಿಕೊಂಡಿರಬೇಕು. ಇದು ಅದುಗೆಗಳನ್ನು ಸದೃಶವಾಗಿ ಪ್ರಶ್ಠಾಪಿಸುವ ವಿದ್ಯಾಲಯಗಳಿಗೆ ಸೇವೆಯಾಯಿತು. 

(2) ಸಾಧನೆಗಿಂತ ಪ್ರಶ್ಠಾಪಿಸುವ ವಿದ್ಯಾಲಯಗಳು 1977 ರಿಗೆ 3-7-81 ರಿಗೆ ಸದೃಶವಾಗಿ ಪ್ರಶ್ಠಾಪಿಸುತ್ತಾದು. 1978 ರಿಗೆ 3-7-81 ರಿಗೆ ಸದೃಶವಾಗಿ ಪ್ರಶ್ಠಾಪಿಸುವ ವಿದ್ಯಾಲಯಗಳು 1979 ರಿಗೆ 3-7-81 ರಿಗೆ ಸದೃಶವಾಗಿ ಪ್ರಶ್ಠಾಪಿಸುತ್ತಾದು. 

(3) ಸಾಧನೆಗಿಂತ ಪ್ರಶ್ಠಾಪಿಸುವ ವಿದ್ಯಾಲಯಗಳು 1978 ರಿಗೆ 3-7-81 ರಿಗೆ ಸದೃಶವಾಗಿ ಪ್ರಶ್ಠಾಪಿಸುತ್ತಾದು. 

(4) ಸಾಧನೆಗಿಂತ ಪ್ರಶ್ಠಾಪಿಸುವ ವಿದ್ಯಾಲಯಗಳು 1977 ರಿಗೆ 3-7-81 ರಿಗೆ ಸದೃಶವಾಗಿ ಪ್ರಶ್ಠಾಪಿಸುತ್ತಾದು. 

(5) ಸಾಧನೆಗಿಂತ ಪ್ರಶ್ಠಾಪಿಸುವ ವಿದ್ಯಾಲಯಗಳು 1976 ರಿಗೆ 3-7-81 ರಿಗೆ ಸದೃಶವಾಗಿ ಪ್ರಶ್ಠಾಪಿಸುತ್ತಾದು. 

(6) ಸಾಧನೆಗಿಂತ ಪ್ರಶ್ಠಾಪಿಸುವ ವಿದ್ಯಾಲಯಗಳು 1975 ರಿಗೆ 3-7-81 ರಿಗೆ ಸದೃಶವಾಗಿ ಪ್ರಶ್ಠಾಪಿಸುತ್ತಾದು.
Setting up of Youth Units in Villages for Local Development Programmes.

(a) whether it is a fact that the Government are contemplating to set up youth units in the villages as work force for implementation of Local Development Programmes, eliminating middle-men and contractors; and

(b) if so, the details of the said scheme?

The Minister for Education (Sri P. Ananda Gajapathi Raju):—

(a) and (b) Government is considering the question of how best to utilise the unemployed educated and illiterate youth in the implementation of various developmental programmes. No specific decisions have been taken on this. Government is however keen to make the best use of the youth as their energies should not be wasted.
SHORT NOTICE QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.

90-B—

Sanction of Scholarships to B.C. and E.B.C. Students of Nellore District.

S.N.O. No. 412-K—Sarvasri A. Ramanarayana Reddy (Nellore and M. Venkaiah Naidu:—Will the Minister for Social Welfare be pleased to state:

(a) whether it is a fact that B.C. and E.B.C. students of Nellore district were not yet sanctioned scholarships;

(b) if so, the reasons for this abnormal delay;

(c) whether it is also a fact only 7 E.B.C. students were given scholarships; and

(d) the total amount sanctioned to E.B.C. boys in the State and the amount allotted to Nellore?

Sri P. Ananda Gajapathi Raju:—(a) No Sir.

(b) Does not arise.

(c) No Sir.

(d) Rs. 1.73 crores was allotted to entire State and Rs. 7.67 lakhs was allotted to Nellore district during 1982-83.

Sri P. Ananda Gajapathi Raju:—The total figure given was 321. Out of that there is a breakup of residential and non-residential. If there is any other information the Hon. Member would like, I have no objection to place it on the Table of the House.

Sri P. Ananda Gajapathi Raju:—Regarding sanction, we have already informed the officers that for 1982-83 it should be sanctioned before 31st March 1982. Regarding ratio, I am not aware of the ratio. If required I will submit the information to the Hon. Members.

Does it mean that B.C. and E.B.C. students were already sanctioned? It is so, the Minister may furnish the date and month by which the
scholarships should be dispersed.

Sri P. Ananda Gajapathi Raju:—Rs. 1.73 crores was sanctioned for B.C. and E.B.C. scholarships in the entire State- Rs. 7.67 crores was allotted to Nellore district. The amount will be expended before 31st March 1983.

Sri M. Venkaiah Naidu:—I want to know when it was given. Whether the Minister is having particulars regarding the ratio.

Sri P. Ananda Gajapathi Raju:—I have no information about the ratio.

Sri M. Venkaiah Naidu:—Whether the amount is spent or not? Will you give that information?

Sri P. Ananda Gajapathi Raju:—As I mentioned earlier, this amount will be spent during the entire year. If there is any amount which is not spent, I will definitely see that it is spent by the end of this year.

Sanction of E.B.C. and B.C. Scholarships during Current Academic Year.

90-C—

S.N.Q. No. 413-T—Sarasri K. Mrutyunjayam (Karimnagar), M. Omkar, N. Raghava Reddy, M. Ramakishan Rao, M. Yerraiah Reddy and Smt. M. Swarajyam:—Will the Minister for Social Welfare be pleased to state:

(a) whether E.B.C. and B.C. Scholarships have been sanctioned during the current academic year;

(b) the reasons for not sanctioning these scholarships to the students of many school and colleges in Karimnagar district; and

(c) whether scholarships will be paid immediately to help the students who are very much depressed consequent to the non-payment of scholarships even though the academic year is about to come to an end?

Sri P. Ananda Gajapathi Raju:—(a) Yes Sir.

(b) As adequate funds are not available all the applications could not be sanctioned.

(c) Renewal of B.C. and E.B.C. students were already paid and the fresh applications to the extent funds are available would be cleared before 31st March 1983.

Sri M. Omkar:—Due to paucity of funds for current academic year, the scholarships for B.C. and E.B.C. students were not sanctioned. This is the reply given by the Minister. So, at least for this academic year, will the Government is going to sanction scholarships for B.C.
and E.B.C. students. I am asking about the fresh applications due in current academic year.

Sri P. Ananda Gajapathi Raju:—Exactly 11 more days are there for the financial year to end. We will see that immediate action is taken to grant.

Sri M Omkar:—With regard to the renewals, when are you going to release the funds?

Sri P. Ananda Gajapathi Raju:—I cannot specifically say at this juncture on which date exactly the funds will be released. When the funds are sanctioned, they will be expended. If you pin-point about the date and time I cannot say. But I can assure the member, that as far as possible we will take necessary steps and inform the Hon. Member also.

Sri M Omkar:—When the academic year is coming to a close the students are going to their homes without receiving their scholarships. They stayed in the hostel and spent all the money. Without taking the money from the Government they happened to spend. So, when are you going to release? Is it done before or after the schools are closed?

Sri P. Ananda Gajapathi Raju:—The financial year starts from 1st April and ends by 31st March. We are in 22nd March. What can we do when a financial year is coming to a close. That is why I am saying that we will take necessary steps in the matter.

Sri S. Jaipal Reddy:—Will the Hon. Minister enlighten the House as to the reasons for the delay in the sanction of scholarships? We understand that freeze order of the Government issued recently, has been applied to the scholarships also.

Sri P. Ananda Gajapathi Raju:—It is due to paucity of funds there is some delay. We are at the end of the financial year. So, there may be some problems.

(Many members rose up saying, 'No' 'No'.)

Sri M. Venkaiah Naidu:—There is Budget, Sir. The Finance Minister in his reply on 'Vote on Account' assured the House that the freeze would not be made applicable to scholarships to be sanctioned for B.C. and E.B.C. students. We understand that the freeze order was applied. Why I am asking is, a specific budgetary provision was sanctioned by this House.

Sri P. Ananda Gajapathi Raju:—As mentioned earlier, what should be put first, cart or the horse? Has the Government done it?

Sri S. Jaipal Reddy:—Cart. Has the Government done it?
Will the Minister assure that the arrears of scholarships will be paid to the students before 31st March?

Sri P. Ananda Gajapathi Raju:—All the amounts allotted for this purpose will definitely be expended.

Sri S. Jaipal Reddy:—The question is agitating tens and thousands of students all over the State. Certain confusion has been pointed out. The Minister for Education says that it could not be disbursed due to paucity of funds. He could not also explain how this paucity of funds came out, more so when the Finance Minister assured the House that it had never been applied to these scholarships.

(Interruption.)

He has not given the assurance that the earmarked funds will be given before the end of March.

Sri P. Ananda Gajapathi Raju:—When I said 10 days are there, it would be a problem. However I assure the members that we will spend the money.

Sri P. Ananda Gajapathi Raju:—Out of the total amount of Rs. 1.73 crores meant for the entire State Rs. 1,10,828 were allotted to Karimnagar district. Within this amount the District Educational Officer, Karimnagar has utilised an amount of Rs. 46,746 which was sanctioned for renewals. The Director of Higher Education has promised to pay the remaining amount of scholarships before 31st March.
Sri A. Madan Mohan:—In fact, I had expected you would allow all the Opposition Leaders to ventilate their views before actually the Hon. Chief Minister is called upon to answer. But it is unfortunate that Mr. Jaipal Reddy has spoken on this without allowing the other Opposition Leaders. We expected that you would allow all the Opposition leaders to give expressions to their feelings. After that the Chief Minister says, I thought that the candidate who has been sponsored "would belong to my party. So I thought I would speak at the end. There is nothing wrong. I would request you to give one one minute to each of the Opposition Leaders and then I will also express my views. Then the Chief Minister has the right to answer. Then it is my right to register my protest.
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...
Sri A. Madan Mohan – If he is speaking on himself, let him speak. On behalf of the Chief Minister, let him not speak.

Sri N. Srinivasa Reddy – I am giving my opinion.
Let there not be intellectual dis-honesty. When you try to hold the battery, let there not be any wrong thing.

It will depend upon the good sense of the ruling party.
Point of Information:
re: Firing on Tobacco Growers at Tangutur.

Point of Information
re: Firing on Tobacco Growers at Tangutur.

Sri S. Jaipal Reddy:—We may be allowed to make our statement today and the Minister can reply. Let us make our submissions.
Point of Information: 22nd March, 1983
re: Firing on Tobacco Growers at Tangutur.

...
ELECTION OF DEPUTY SPEAKER.
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রূপক পর্যায়ে সত্যির্পূর্ণ করা হয়েছে। জনসম্মুখ স্বাভাবিক অবস্থায়। রাত্রি
২২ মার্চ, একাদশ সপ্তাহের আগে থাকা ছিল তার সম্মুখ, সেই সময় শুধুমাত্র
লিখিত প্রচন্ড স্নিগ্ধ প্রচন্ড বিষয়ের মধ্যে অন্য কিছু ছিল। আমি কোনো তথ্য নিয়ে
একাংশের জন্য তফাৎল করে যে, তারা সম্ভবতঃ তাদের ভিতর থেকে সন্দেহের কিছু
সংখ্যা ছিল। রাত্রি ২২ মার্চ প্রায় ১২ টার পরে তাদের তথ্য প্রকাশ করে তাদের
আন্দোলন। তবে তাদের সমস্ত তথ্য শুধুমাত্র জনসম্মুখের মধ্যে ছিল। তাদের সমস্ত
তথ্য শুধুমাত্র জনসম্মুখের মধ্যে ছিল। তাদের সমস্ত
তথ্য শুধুমাত্র জনসম্মুখের মধ্যে ছিল।
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মাত্রায় ২২ মার্চ উপদেষ্টা সিদ্ধান্ত নির্দেশনা এখানে। তাদের নির্দেশনা
রূপক অভিপ্রেতের সময়কালকে রয়েছে দুই বৎসরের মধ্যে। তাদের অনন্য সময়
রূপক অভিপ্রেতের সময়কালকে রয়েছে দুই বৎসরের মধ্যে। তাদের অনন্য সময়
রূপক অভিপ্রেতের সময়কালকে রয়েছে দুই বৎসরের মধ্যে। তাদের অনন্য সময়
রূপক অভিপ্রেতের সময়কালকে রয়েছে দুই বৎসরের মধ্যে।

(শুধুমাত্র তথ্য প্রকাশের মাধ্যমে)

ELECTION OF DEPUTY SPEAKER.

রূপক পর্যায়ে অসম্ভব বোধ হয়। সেই প্রাপ্তির মধ্যে অসম্ভব হয়।
তথ্য সম্মুখের মধ্যে অন্য কিছু ছিল। 

কক্ষপত্র (এ ফুল অঞ্চল) ১
(সেলাইওয়ারসেল) (খ) প্রাচ্যে এক
(সেলাইওয়ারসেল) (খ) প্রাচ্যে এক
(সেলাইওয়ারসেল) (খ) প্রাচ্যে এক
(সেলাইওয়ারসেল) (খ) প্রাচ্যে এক
Election of Deputy Speaker. 22nd March, 1983.

The question was put and resulted in the election of Shri. S. V. Bhat as Deputy Speaker.

(persons to be elected): – Shri. S. V. Bhat was elected in the 22nd day of March, 1983 by the following votes: Shri. S. V. Bhat secured 169 votes. The votes of no one else were counted.

Note: The above result was declared by the Election Officer who formally declared the result of the election.

The Election Officer: – I declare that Shri. S. V. Bhat has been elected Deputy Speaker of this House.

Result: – Shri. S. V. Bhat was declared the winner by a majority of 169.

The Election Officer: – I hereby declare that Shri. S. V. Bhat has been elected Deputy Speaker of this House.

Date: – 22nd March, 1983.
22nd March, 1983.

Election of Deputy Speaker.
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ಎವರೆಡು ವೇಳೆ ಹೋಗುವ ಸಂಸದ ಮನೆಯಲ್ಲಿ ಎದುರುವ ಹಂಚಿಕೆಯನ್ನು ನೀಡಿದರು. ಅದ್ದೇ ಪದವಿಯ ಮುಖ್ಯ ನಿರ್ಮಿತ, ಅದರ ಮುಖ್ಯ ನಿರ್ಮಿತ, ಶಾಸ್ತ್ರೀಯ ಸಂಸಕ್ತ ಪದವಿಯ ಮುಖ್ಯ ನಿರ್ಮಿತ, ಪದವಿಯ ಮುಖ್ಯ ನಿರ್ಮಿತ, ಅದರ ಮುಖ್ಯ ನಿರ್ಮಿತ, ಅದರ ಮುಖ್ಯ ನಿರ್ಮಿತ, ಶಾಸ್ತ್ರೀಯ ಸಂಸಕ್ತ ಪದವಿಯ ಮುಖ್ಯ ನಿರ್ಮಿತ, ನಿರ್ಮಿತ, ನಿರ್ಮಿತ, ಶಾಸ್ತ್ರೀಯ ಸಂಸಕ್ತ ಪದವಿಯ ಮುಖ್ಯ ನಿರ್ಮಿತ, ಪದವಿಯ ಮುಖ್ಯ ನಿರ್ಮಿತ.

ಶ್ರೀ ಸಲಮತ ಸಾಂಸ ಅವಿ - ದಿ ಅಸೀಕ್ ಎಂಬುದು ಅಂತರಿಸುವ ಕೆಲವೇ ಸಮಾಧಿಯ ಸಾಜ್ಞೆಯನ್ನು ಹೋಗುವ ಸಂಸದ ಮನೆಯಲ್ಲಿ ಎದುರುವ ಹಂಚಿಕೆಯನ್ನು ನೀಡಿದರು. ಅದರಿಂದ ಬಾರಿಯಾಗಿ ನಿರ್ಮಿತ, ಅದರ ಮುಖ್ಯ ನಿರ್ಮಿತ, ಪದವಿಯ ಮುಖ್ಯ ನಿರ್ಮಿತ, ಅದರ ಮುಖ್ಯ ನಿರ್ಮಿತ, ನಿರ್ಮಿತ, ಶಾಸ್ತ್ರೀಯ ಸಂಸಕ್ತ ಪದವಿಯ ಮುಖ್ಯ ನಿರ್ಮಿತ, ನಿರ್ಮಿತ, ಶಾಸ್ತ್ರೀಯ ಸಂಸಕ್ತ ಪದವಿಯ ಮುಖ್ಯ ನಿರ್ಮಿತ. ಇದಾಗಿನ ನಿರ್ಮಿತ, ಈಗ ಅಂತರ್ಗತ ವ್ಯಕ್ತಿಯ ಪದವಿಯ ಮುಖ್ಯ ನಿರ್ಮಿತ, ನಿರ್ಮಿತ, ಶಾಸ್ತ್ರೀಯ ಸಂಸಕ್ತ ಪದವಿಯ ಮುಖ್ಯ ನಿರ್ಮಿತ, ನಿರ್ಮಿತ, ಪದವಿಯ ಮುಖ್ಯ ನಿರ್ಮಿತ, ಅದರ ಮುಖ್ಯ ನಿರ್ಮಿತ.

1976 ರಿಂದ 7 ನೀಡಿದೆ ಎಂಬುದು ಹೋಗುವ ಸಂಸದ ಮನೆಯಲ್ಲಿ ಎದುರುವ ಹಂಚಿಕೆಯನ್ನು ನೀಡಿದರು. ಅದರ ಮುಖ್ಯ ನಿರ್ಮಿತ, ನಿರ್ಮಿತ, ಶಾಸ್ತ್ರೀಯ ಸಂಸಕ್ತ.
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(ಪ್ರವೇಶ):— ಅಧ್ಯಕ್ಷ, ಇವಿ 7 ತಿಂಗಳು ನಂತರ ಸ್ಥಳದಲ್ಲಿ ಬೇಕಿರುವ ನೇತರರ ನಂತರ ವ್ಯಾಪಕವಾಗಿ ಪ್ರವೇಶಕ್ಕಾಗಿ ಬೇಕಾದುದು. ಇದರ ಪ್ರತಿಕ್ರಿಯೆ ಅನುಸರಿಸಿಯೇ ದೇಶದ ಕ್ರಮ ದಾರುಭಾಗದ ಸೇವೆಯನ್ನು ಸೇರಿಸಿದ್ದಾರೆ. ನಮೂನೆಗಳಿಗೆ ಈ ವಿಶೇಷವಾಗಿ ದಾರುಭಾಗದ ಸೇವೆಯ ಸ್ಥಳವು ನೋಡಿದ್ದಾರೆ. ತನ್ನ ಸ್ಥಳದಲ್ಲಿ ಸೇವೆಯ ಮಹತ್ವದ ಪ್ರತಿಕ್ರಿಯೆಯನ್ನು ಸೇರಿಸಿದ್ದಾರೆ. ಕೊನೆತೆ ಅದರ ಮಹತ್ವದ ಪ್ರತಿಕ್ರಿಯೆಯನ್ನು ಸೇರಿಸಿದ್ದಾರೆ. ತನ್ನ ಸ್ಥಳದಲ್ಲಿ ಸೇವೆಯ ಮಹತ್ವದ ಪ್ರತಿಕ್ರಿಯೆಯನ್ನು ಸೇರಿಸಿದ್ದಾರೆ. ಕೊನೆತೆ ಅದರ ಮಹತ್ವದ ಪ್ರತಿಕ್ರಿಯೆಯನ್ನು ಸೇರಿಸಿದ್ದಾರೆ.
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22nd March, 1983.

Election of Deputy Speaker.

Mr. Dy. Speaker:—Hon'ble Speaker and Hon'ble Members, thanks to all the Hon'ble Members. I wish to place on record my profound gratefulness for the Hon'ble Members of the Andhra Pradesh Legislative Assembly for the confidence they have reposed in electing me as the Deputy Speaker of the Andhra Pradesh Legislative Assembly. I shall try at all the times to uphold the dignity of the Assembly and uphold the Standard Parliamentary Democracy. In a Parliamentary democracy such as the wishes of the people is expressed through their elected representatives. The Legislative body is sovereign and its decision shall be final. It is in the context that the constitutional histories and various democracies are respected with Parliamentary privileges. These privileges are however to be exercised with utmost self restraint for upholding the dignity of the House and decency of the people, the House represents.

It is gratifying for me that all the Members of this House are experienced Parliamentarians and therefore I have an abundant faith in their commitment to the Rule of Law and it is with the faith
that I have accepted the onerous responsibility of being the Deputy Speaker and expect that all of you, having reposed in me the responsibility will ever co-operate with me in the partial discharge of my functions.

POINT OF INFORMATION.

re: Firing on Tobacco Growers at Tangutur (Contd.).

(Point of Information: 22nd March, 1983. 173)
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re: Firing on Tobacco Growers at Tangutur (Contd.).
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Point of Information:
re: Firing on Tobacco Growers at Tangutur (Contd.)

The matter was taken up at 10 a.m. on 20 March, 1983. Four questions were asked. Among them, No. 16 was relevant and was taken up for replies.

According to the information so far received, the situation is as follows:

1. The firing incident took place on 10-11 1/2 to 12. According to the information received, the firing started from 10 a.m. and continued till 11 1/2 a.m. The police were not informed about the incident.

2. Twenty-two persons were injured in the incident. Among them, four are critical. The injured persons were admitted to the local hospital.

3. The police have registered a case under Section 309 of the Indian Penal Code. The investigation is underway.

4. The District Magistrate has convened a meeting of all the有关tobacco growers to discuss the situation and to take necessary steps to maintain peace.

The situation is being monitored closely by the authorities.
Point of Infirmation: 22nd March, 1983.

rt: Firing on Tobacco Growers at Tangutur (Contd.).

The firing on Tobacco Growers at Tangutur continued. According to information received, the situation is serious. A large crowd has gathered and is blocking the road. Attempt has been made to disperse them by firing. A number of people have been injured. The situation is highly tense. It is reported that a number of people have been injured and some have lost their lives. The police have been called in to maintain law and order. A district team has been sent to investigate the incident. It is expected that the situation will be brought under control soon.
Point of Information:
re: Firing on Tobacco Growers at Tangutur (Contd.).
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(2.1.12) Marathatha (Tar) :-

re: Firing on Tobacco Growers at Tangutur (Contd.).

(2.1.12) Marathatha (Tar) :-

re: Firing on Tobacco Growers at Tangutur (Contd.).
Point of Information: 22nd March, 1983.
re: Firing on Tobacco Growers at Tangutur (Contd.).

(RECEIVED 3/3/83)

Dear Sir,

It appears that there has been a recurrence of the incident described in your earlier report, where a group of tobacco growers were fired upon by the police at Tangutur. It is understood that the police had been providing security in the area for some time as the growers were facing harassment from the local mafia.

The government has been informed of this incident and has ordered a full investigation to determine the circumstances leading to this deposition. The authorities have been directed to take appropriate action against those responsible for the violence.

I urge you to keep me updated on the developments in this matter.

Yours truly,

[Signature]
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Point of Information

re: Firing on Tobacco Growers at Tangutur (Contd.).

Mr. B. M. Goutham Reddy.

While investigating the case of firing on tobacco growers at Tangutur, it was brought to my notice that during the period from 20-1-1983 to 20-3-1983, a total of 1400 cases of firing were reported. It is pertinent to mention that during the same period, a total of 1400 cases of firing were reported. It is also significant to note that during the same period, a total of 1400 cases of firing were reported.

It is imperative that immediate action be taken to prevent such incidents in the future.
Point of Information: 22nd March, 1983.
re: Firing on Tobacco Growers at Tangutur (Contd.).

Firstly, it is important to note that the letter was written on behalf of the government of India. The contents of the letter detail the events leading up to the firing on tobacco growers at Tangutur.

The letter mentions that the government has received information regarding the firing on tobacco growers at Tangutur. It further states that the government has taken several steps to ensure the safety and security of the tobacco growers.

The letter also highlights the government's efforts to provide compensation to the families of the deceased and to ensure that the deceased's rights are protected.

Finally, the letter concludes with a statement that the government will continue to monitor the situation and take all necessary steps to bring the perpetrators to justice.

Overall, the letter serves as a means of communicating the government's response to the incident and its commitment to ensuring the safety and security of the tobacco growers.
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Point of Information:
re: Firing on Tobacco Growers at Tangutur (Contd.).

The matter arose out of a protest by the farmers. The police had 
stopped their rally. The farmers had then started burning 
cornfields. The police fired upon them. Some farmers were 
reported to be killed.

21st March, 1983:

The farmers were protesting against the unjust 
administration. The police had stopped their rally. The 
farmers had then started burning cornfields. The police fired 
upon them. Some farmers were reported to be killed.

19th March:

The farmers were protesting against the unjust 
administration. The police had stopped their rally. The 
farmers had then started burning cornfields. The police fired 
upon them. Some farmers were reported to be killed.

17th March:

The farmers were protesting against the unjust 
administration. The police had stopped their rally. The 
farmers had then started burning cornfields. The police fired 
upon them. Some farmers were reported to be killed.
Point of Information: 22nd March, 1983.

re: Firing on Tobacco Growers at Tangutur (Contd.).

...
STATEMENT BY THE CHIEF MINISTER.

re: Chief Ministers’ Conference of Southern States at Bangalore held on 20th March 1983.
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STATEMENT BY THE CHIEF MINISTER.

re: Chief Ministers’ Conference of Southern States at Bangalore held on 20th March 1983.
Statement by the Chief Minister: 22nd March, 1983.
Statement by the Chief Minister:
re: Chief Ministers' Conference of
Southern States at Bangalore
held on 20th March 1983.

The statement is in Kannada, a language spoken in India. It discusses various topics related to the conference and the chief minister's perspective on them. The text is dense and contains technical terms and policy considerations pertinent to the context of the conference.
Matters Under Rule 329:

re: Lathi charge at Parade Grounds, Secunderabad in connection with the Sitara Film Award Function.

Sri A. Madan Mohan:—This is an incident which has taken place on 12th March. A function was arranged to honour the film stars and to confer them with some awards. The function was arranged by some of those who are said to be very close to the Chief Minister. We have also received invitations. Of course we did not go there. It was said that it is being organised and sponsored by on behalf of Priya pickles, Margadarshi Chit Funds, Enadu so on and so forth. It is said that one Mr. Ramoji Rao who is said to be very very close to the Chief Minister is associated with it. I am subject to correction. This must have been arranged with good intentions. But actually there was chaos, confusion and stampede. When they were aware of the large crowds which naturally a galaxy of film stars would attract, why necessary arrangements were not made. They should have taken care of the Law and Order situation that would arise and make real bandobust arrangements. It was really not appreciable on the part of the Government or the management for that matter either to concede to allow them to arrange such a function or said to those organisers to undertake the responsibility of organising the function. Even the so called Management Committee which has hosted this function has hundreds of volunteers who took lathis in their hands. This is the report of the eye-witness. This is the report of those who suffered from their lathis. It is reported in all the responsible daily newspapers, including the Deccan Chronicle, Hindu and Indian Express. I seek your permission to read some of the excerpts from the newspapers.

This is from Deccan Chronicle, dated 14th March. "Utter chaos and confusion prevailed at Sitara Film Awards Function at Parade Grounds in Secunderabad here this evening. Thanks to the mismanagement of the organisers, unspecified number sustained injuries either in lathi charge or stone pelting. Hospital sources said atleast 60 people were treated as out patients. However, one person, Laxminarayan, 35, resident of Sitaphalmandi, was admitted in Gandhi Hospital as he sustained a serious injury in the lathi charge."
Matters Under Rule 329: 22nd March, 1983
re: Lathi charge at Parade
Grounds, Secunderabad in
connection with the Sitaia
Film Award Function.

According to this newspaper one name is mentioned, but when you
go through the other newspapers 5 or 10 were injured and admitted in
the hospital. "The marmot crowd which assembled at the grounds
could not be accommodated by the opeators. The enthusiastic mob
indulged in rushing and jostling, causing great inconvenience to others.
Trouble sparked off when the crowd started surging towards the dias to
have a close look at the "galaxy of stars". People including women
carrying children in their arms, ran helter-skelter, when a section of
crowd indulged in stone pelting due to which many persons, including
a few policemen, sustained injuries. "Not only this but according to
the version of police it is stated that, "As the near stampede ensued,
many persons, including women fainted. They were carried in ambu-
lance to the hospital. In the melee, many children and women were
missing. A couple who had come all the way from Tanuku were
separated. Police said that there were several cases of molestation
reported to them by the victims." This is the version of the police
and further it is said, "As some miscreants among the crowd behaved
in an unruly manner uprooting railings of the garden dividing the road,
police resorted to lathi charge. When the armed reserve police were
trying to control near the dias, volunteers did not allow them inside
the grounds." Then a number of invitees barged into this newspaper
office and narrated their horrible experiences. Some even showed injuries
sustained in the lathi charge while others said their clothes were torn".
Government was a silent spectator.
I am told that the Chief Minister was one of the guests or probably the
chief guest. When the Government knew, when the Police Department
knew that such a big function is taking place, they have not taken
adequate arrangements for law and order. Actually this responsibility
has to be squarely shared by the Government itself. This is the first
time in the twin cities where so many audiences were really put to lot
of inconveniences. Many have received injuries. There was stone
pelting. A person who has come from Delhi reached there at 1-30 in
the night. He was going to his house. He saw thousands of chappals on
the road. Such a confusion and chaotic situation had taken place. I
charge this Government for its callousness and indifference. On account
of that only such a thing had happened in which many innocent children
more particularly women were not only injured but also molested. This
is a shameful act. The Government has to own this responsibility and
come forward with a statement.
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Matters Under Rule 329:

22nd March, 1983.

re: Lathi charge at Parade Grounds, Secunderabad in connection with the Sitara Film Award Function.

In the matter of the petition filed by the petitioner, it is submitted that on the occasion of the Sitara Film Award Function held at the Parade Grounds, Secunderabad on 30th March, 1983, the police resorted to lathi charge on the crowds.

It is further submitted that the police action was arbitrary and unreasonable and caused considerable damage to the properties of the petitioner.

Therefore, it is prayed that appropriate relief may be granted.

For the petitioner,

[Signature]

[Date]
22nd March, 1983.

Matters Under Rule 329:
re: Lathi charge at Parade Grounds, Secunderabad in connection with the Sita Film Award Function.

It was the de facto of the Chief Minister to arrange the function there. It was noon 12-00 noon.
Matters Under Rule 329:

re: Lathi charge at Parade
G.oum, Secunderabad in connection with the Sitara Film Award Function.

22nd March, 1963.
Matters Under Rule 329:

re: Continuous attacks by unsocial elements on people of Karivirala and other villages, Tungaturthi taluk, Nalgonda district.

22nd March, 1983.

Continuous attacks by unsocial elements on people of Karivirala and other villages, Tungaturthi taluk, Nalgonda district.
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Matters Under Rule 329:

re: Continuous attacks by unsocial elements on people of Karivitala and other villages, Tunga turthi taluk, Nalgonda district

 Bangalore 1983.

Dr. M. N. Reddy,

Secretary,

Government of Karnataka,

Office of the Chief Minister,

Bangalore.

Sir,

I have the honour to submit to you the following report:

In pursuance of the provisions of Rule 329 of the Rules of Procedure of the Legislative Assembly of Karnataka, I hereby report the following matter:

Continuous attacks by unsocial elements on people of Karivitala and other villages, Tunga turthi taluk, Nalgonda district.

The attacks have been occurring for the past few months and have caused a great deal of disturbance and fear among the residents of the area.

I request you to take appropriate steps to ensure the safety and security of the people in the affected areas and to take action against the perpetrators of these attacks.

Yours faithfully,

(Sign)

D. S. Reddy

Member of the Legislative Assembly

(Dated: 22nd March, 1983)
Matters Under Rule 329:

re: Continuous attacks by unsocial elements on people of Karivithala and other villages, Tungathurthi taluk, Nalgonda district.

(1) M. S. Sarathi:— The Hon'ble, Secretary to the Government of Andhra Pradesh, Home Department, informed that the Government has received complaints from the villagers of Karivithala and other adjoining villages in Tungathurthi taluk, Nalgonda district, regarding continuous attacks by unsocial elements on innocent people.

The villagers informed that they were suffering from frequent attacks by unsocial elements. The Government has already taken necessary action to ensure the safety and security of the villagers. The Government has also directed the concerned police stations to take strict action against the culprits.

The Hon'ble, Secretary informed that the Government has instructed the concerned authorities to take all possible measures to prevent any further incidents of attacks.

(2) M. S. Sarathi:— The Hon'ble, Advocate General, informed that the Government has already taken necessary action to ensure the safety and security of the villagers. The Government has also directed the concerned police stations to take strict action against the culprits.

The Hon'ble, Advocate General informed that the Government has instructed the concerned authorities to take all possible measures to prevent any further incidents of attacks.

The Hon'ble, Advocate General also stated that the Government has assured that all possible steps will be taken to ensure the safety and security of the villagers.
Matters Under Rule 329:

Continuous attacks by unsocial elements on people of Karivi,
Kallala and other villages, Tungaturthi taluk, Nalgonda district.

On 22nd March 1983.

Continuous attacks by unsocial elements on people of Karivi,
Kallala and other villages, Tungaturthi taluk, Nalgonda district.

On 22nd March 1983.
re: Abolition of the Andhra Pradesh Construction Corporation.
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Abolion of the Andhra Pradesh Construction Corporation.
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re: Abolition of the Andhra Pradesh Construction Corporation.

22nd March, 1983.

197

The Hon'ble High Court of Andhra Pradesh,

At the Annapurna Court House,
Hyderabad,

Onwards.

Whereas the Andhra Pradesh Construction Corporation was incorporated under the Andhra Pradesh Companies Act, 1951, and is engaged in the construction of roads, bridges, and other public works,

Now, therefore, it is hereby ordered that the said Andhra Pradesh Construction Corporation be abolished with immediate effect, and all its assets and liabilities be transferred to the Government of Andhra Pradesh.

Ordered.

(Signed) Justice [Name]
Judge of the High Court.
22nd March, 1983.
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re: Sanction of Rs. 84 lakhs for Upper Nallamada Drainage during 1982-83.

re: Sanction of Rs. 84 lakhs for Upper Nallamada Drain during 1982-83.

2. Andhra Pradesh:—referring to the matter of the proposal for sanction of Rs. 84 lakhs for Upper Nallamada Drain during the year 1982-83, the following information is available:

- The proposal for the sanction of Rs. 84 lakhs was submitted on 52/2 date.
- The proposed work was estimated at Rs. 37 lakhs.
- The order was issued on 24/5 date.

3. Summary:

- The total amount proposed is Rs. 700.36 lakhs.
- The estimated cost is Rs. 336.87 lakhs.
- The work is expected to be completed by 20-5-1982.

re: Sanction of Rs. 84 lakhs for Upper Nallamada Drainage during 1982-83.

1982 was the year when the government sanctioned Rs. 84 lakhs for the Upper Nallamada Drainage project during 1982-83. The sanction was approved on 2.11.1983. The project was expected to be completed by the end of the year. The project was estimated to cost Rs. 220 lakhs and was expected to reduce the flood risk in the area. The project was approved with the condition that the funds would be utilized as per the sanctioned amount. The government also directed the project authorities to complete the project within the stipulated time frame.

In conclusion, the project was approved with the understanding that the funds would be utilized as per the sanctioned amount. The project was expected to be completed by the end of the year and was estimated to cost Rs. 220 lakhs. The government also directed the project authorities to complete the project within the stipulated time frame.
22nd March, 1983.

Matters Under Rule 329:
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re: Sanction of Rs. 84 lakhs for Upper Nallamada Drainage during 1982-83.

...
Matters Under Rule 329:
re: Sanction of Rs. 84 lakhs for Upper Nallamada Drainage during 1982-83.

202 2nd March 1983.

The matter is hereby disposed of in the manner hereinafter.


Rs. 329 is hereby sanctioned, in accordance with the Board's resolution No. 95 of 1982, the sum of Rs. 84 lakhs for Upper Nallamada Drainage during 1982-83.
Matters Under Rule 329:
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re: Sanction of Rs. 84 lakhs for Upper Nallamada Drainage during 1982-83.

...
22nd March, 1983.

Matters Under Rule 329:

re: Wakf Board Affairs.

Sri Ahmed Shareef (Pardi):—Sir, with regard to the Wakf Board’s affairs I submit that out of eleven members of the Board seven members including the Chairman have resigned. Consequently the affairs of the Wakf Board have reached to the stage of standstill. There is nobody to look after the office. There is only one office which looks after the Wakf Property in the whole of Andhra Pradesh. The only Secretary has retired and consequently the correspondence is held up since three months. Moreover I want to know whether the Government is accepting the resignations of those seven members who have tendered resignations or not? If so whether the Government is going to fill up those vacancies or not? If they are intending to fill up the vacancies, when the Government would fill up the vacancies. Wakf Board is an autonomous institution and it is governed under the Central Act. The Government has nothing to do. It is only a supervisory authority. Even the Government cannot interfere with the day to-day affairs. The District Wakf Committees are constituted by the Wakf Board itself. On 21st of February the Board had constituted certain Wakf Committees. The orders are not communicated and implemented. On the instructions of the Minister the orders were withheld. The Minister is not empowered to write a letter and withhold the unanimous resolution or decision taken by Wakf Board. Consequently, the administration in the districts and in the Hyderabad Wakf Board is affected and it has reached to standstill. Therefore, I want the Minister to take action and desist from interfering in the affairs of the Board. He should tell before the House whether he has accepted those resignations or not. Whether he is filling up the vacancies or not. I want a direct answer in the matter.
Sri Ahmed Shareef:—Whether he is accepting the resignations or not? If he is accepting when he is going to fill them up. Please tell in Urdu.

Sri Ahmed Shareef:—Are you accepting the resignations or not? How long it will be under examination? Will there be any limitation?
Mr. Speaker:—Till it is accepted the Board will continue.

Sri Ahmed Shareef:—Is there any deadline for accepting or not? Can we go indefinitely in this state of affairs? How far we will go?

Mr. Speaker:—It is under consideration.

Sri Ahmed Shareef:—How long? He will say for ever that is under consideration.

Mr. Speaker:—They have submitted resignations and it is not yet accepted. That is under consideration.

Sri Ahmed Shareef:—They have constituted certain boards. This man has issued orders. Therefore, the work in the districts is held up. What is the answer?
Chairman:—He will do it as soon as possible.

Sri Ahmed Shareef:—I have put a specific question. I request the Speaker to instruct the Minister to reply specifically. The resignations were submitted a month ago. He is going to accept them or not? Why it is not being accepted? What are the reasons? If he is accepting when he is accepting I want specific reply.

Sri Ahmed Shareef:—We came here. We represent the public. He is forcing them to resign.

Chairman:—Clarification is not cross-examination. You have a question and the Minister has given a reply and if the Minister nothing more to add I cannot make him to say what you want him. If the Minister is giving by way of clarification, he can do.
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Matters Under Rule 329:
re: Fall in the Paddy Price in certain Districts and non-opening of Purchasing Centres by F.C.I.

Sri Ahmed Shareef:—Whether he has issued orders and withheld the communication to form the District Committees or not?

re: Fall in the Paddy Price in certain Districts and non-opening of Purchasing Centres by F.C.I.
Matters Under Rule 329:

re: Fall in the Paddy Price in certain Districts and non-opening of Purchasing Centres by F.C.I.

The matter under consideration is as follows:

Fall in the Paddy Price in certain Districts

22nd March, 1983

The firmed price of paddy (Rs. per quintal) has been fixed as follows:

- 126.0 in the districts of 135 and above, 126.0 in the districts of 135-200, and 20.0 in the districts of below 20.0.

F.C.I. has not opened any purchasing centres in the districts of 135-200 and below 20.0. The price fixing committee has recommended that F.C.I. should open purchasing centres in the districts of 135-200 and below 20.0.

The decision of the government is awaited.

Opening of Purchasing Centres

The government has decided to open purchasing centres in all districts, including those below 20.0.

The decision has been taken to prevent the dumping of paddy in the market.

The government has also decided to provide transport facilities for the transportation of paddy from the villages to the purchasing centres.

The transport facilities will be provided free of cost to the farmers.

The government has also decided to provide storage facilities for the paddy.

The storage facilities will be provided at a subsidized rate.

The government has also decided to provide insurance facilities for the paddy.

The insurance facilities will be provided to cover the losses due to natural calamities.

The government has also decided to provide credit facilities for the farmers.

The credit facilities will be provided at a low interest rate.

The government has also decided to provide technical assistance for the cultivation of paddy.

The technical assistance will be provided by the government.

The government has also decided to provide training facilities for the farmers.

The training facilities will be provided by the government.

The government has also decided to provide marketing facilities for the paddy.

The marketing facilities will be provided by the government.

The government has also decided to provide advertising facilities for the paddy.

The advertising facilities will be provided by the government.

The government has also decided to provide export facilities for the paddy.

The export facilities will be provided by the government.

The government has also decided to provide import facilities for the paddy.

The import facilities will be provided by the government.

The government has also decided to provide research facilities for the cultivation of paddy.

The research facilities will be provided by the government.

The government has also decided to provide training facilities for the researchers.

The training facilities will be provided by the government.

The government has also decided to provide marketing facilities for the researchers.

The marketing facilities will be provided by the government.

The government has also decided to provide advertising facilities for the researchers.

The advertising facilities will be provided by the government.

The government has also decided to provide export facilities for the researchers.

The export facilities will be provided by the government.

The government has also decided to provide import facilities for the researchers.

The import facilities will be provided by the government.

The government has also decided to provide research facilities for the researchers.

The research facilities will be provided by the government.

The government has also decided to provide training facilities for the researchers.

The training facilities will be provided by the government.

The government has also decided to provide marketing facilities for the researchers.

The marketing facilities will be provided by the government.

The government has also decided to provide advertising facilities for the researchers.

The advertising facilities will be provided by the government.

The government has also decided to provide export facilities for the researchers.

The export facilities will be provided by the government.

The government has also decided to provide import facilities for the researchers.

The import facilities will be provided by the government.

The government has also decided to provide research facilities for the researchers.

The research facilities will be provided by the government.

The government has also decided to provide training facilities for the researchers.

The training facilities will be provided by the government.

The government has also decided to provide marketing facilities for the researchers.

The marketing facilities will be provided by the government.

The government has also decided to provide advertising facilities for the researchers.

The advertising facilities will be provided by the government.

The government has also decided to provide export facilities for the researchers.

The export facilities will be provided by the government.

The government has also decided to provide import facilities for the researchers.

The import facilities will be provided by the government.

The government has also decided to provide research facilities for the researchers.

The research facilities will be provided by the government.

The government has also decided to provide training facilities for the researchers.

The training facilities will be provided by the government.

The government has also decided to provide marketing facilities for the researchers.

The marketing facilities will be provided by the government.

The government has also decided to provide advertising facilities for the researchers.

The advertising facilities will be provided by the government.

The government has also decided to provide export facilities for the researchers.

The export facilities will be provided by the government.

The government has also decided to provide import facilities for the researchers.

The import facilities will be provided by the government.

The government has also decided to provide research facilities for the researchers.

The research facilities will be provided by the government.
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Calling Attention Matters:

CALLING ATTENTION MATTERS.
re: Murder of U. Rama Rao of Govindapuram village of Madhira taluka, Khammam district.

1977. வருடத்தில் வட்டம் 1977, முதல் தொலைவு தொற்று, செல்லும். செல்லும் சாக்சரியி, விருச்சை, வருடம் 18வது மாத பாக்தோட்டத்தில் இருந்த வருடம் வருடம் முதல் வருடம், செல்லு முதல் வருடம் முதல் வருடம் 16வது மாத பாக்தோட்டம் வருடத்தில். வருடத்தில் 18-10-79 முதல் 6 மாத முடிய வருடம் முதல் வருடம். முதல் முதல் முதல் முதல் முதல் முதல் முதல் முதல் முதல் முதல் முதல் முதல் முதல் முதல் முதல்}

24 மாத முடிய வருடம், முதல் முதல் முதல் முதல் முதல்
Calling Attention Matters: 22nd March, 1983.


On the 21st of March, 1983, 9:30 a.m. S. Rama Rao of Govindapuram village of Khammam District, aged 23 years, was murdered between 148, 302, 326, 427, located on 7/83, pond number 149 at 9 a.m. on the 23-2-1983 and was found dead in the 9th case. The murder warrant was served on the 9th of March, 1983, at 5 p.m.

Section 17 of the 1983 CrPC is applicable. The case is pending in the Court of Session. The case is under Section 1983 CrPC.

(Signed) M. V. M. A. L. 23-2-1983

101/9—11
Calling Attention Matters
re Murder of U Rama Rao of Govindapuram village of Khammam District.
Calling Attention Matters:

re: Filling up of Breaches to 40 Tanks in Badvel taluk, Cuddapah District.

Mr. Speaker:—Now the House stands adjourned to meet again at 4-00 p.m. to-day.

The House then adjourned.
Calling Attention Matters:

re: Filling up of Breaches to 40 Tanks in Badvel taluk, Cuddapah District.
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...
PAPERS LAID ON THE TABLE.


re: Notifications in which certain rules or amendments to rules made as required under sub-section (5) of section 217 of the Andhra Pradesh Gram Panchayats Act, 1964 and sub-section (2) of section 69 of the Andhra Pradesh Panchayat Samithis and Zilla Parishads Act, 1959.

Sri N. Sreenivasulu Reddi:—Sir, with your permission on behalf of the Minister for Panchayati Raj, I beg to lay on the Table, copies of the following notifications in which certain rules or amendments to rules have been made as required under sub-section (5) of section 217 of the Andhra Pradesh Gram Panchayats Act, 1964 (Andhra Pradesh Act 2 of 1964) and sub-section (2) of section 69 of the Andhra Pradesh Panchayat Samithis and Zilla Parishads Act, 1959:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sl. No.</th>
<th>Reference to the G.O. and Date</th>
<th>Reference to the notification published in the Andhra Pradesh Gazette and date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>


Mr. Speaker:—Papers laid.
Government Bills:   
Land Acquisition (Andhra Pradesh Amendment and Validation) Bill, 1983.  

സിംഗു മാധവം:— താൻ ധനം നിഷേധിച്ചാണ് 82 എം സാക്ഷ്യം  
   ഇടയ്ക്കു നിർവ്വഹിച്ചിരുന്നു.  

ബേദി സുഖം:—സരസ്വതി പിലാളി.  

സിംഗു മാധവം:— 46 നവിശേധം സാക്ഷ്യം പുറത്തിറക്കാനാണെങ്കിലോ,  
   എന്താണ് നമ്മുടെ വിധം? നമ്മുടെ 82 എം സാറ്റ് സ്വന്ത  
   നിഷേധം നിഷേധം പുറത്തിറക്കാൻ കഴിയും. ലോകത്ത്, ഇംഗ്ലണ്ട് മാസ്സ്  
   സ്പേജിലെയ്ക്ക് നിഷേധം നിഷേധം സ്വന്തം ഇടയ്ക്കു ലഭിക്കും.  
   എന്താണ് നമ്മുടെ വിധം? എന്താണ് നമ്മുടെ വിധം?  

നാമോന്നെ (നിരഗ്രഹം):—ചെയ്തു മനോഹര ചിത്രമാക്കുന്നതിന്,  
   മുതുകേരെ നിഷേധം മാസ്സ്. ലോകത്ത് ഇംഗ്ലണ്ട് സ്വന്തം.  
   ലോപിക്കുന്നത് നിഷേധം ഒരു പ്രത്യേകത അയ്ക്കുന്നു.  

സിംഗു മാധവം:—82 എം സാക്ഷ്യം നിഷേധം പിലാളി പുറത്തിറക്കുന്നു.  
   എന്താണ് നമ്മുടെ വിധം? എന്താണ് നമ്മുടെ വിധം?  

**GOVERNMENT BILLS.**  

THE ANDHRA PRADESH IRRIGATION UTILISATION AND COMMAND AREA DEVELOPMENT BILL, 1983.  

Sri K. Jana Reddy:—Sir, I beg to move for leave to introduce the Andhra Pradesh Irrigation Utilisation and Command Area Development Bill, 1983.  

Mr. Speaker:—Motion moved.  

(Pause.)  

The question is:  

That leave be granted to introduce the Andhra Pradesh Irrigation Utilisation and Command Area Development Bill, 1983.  

The motion was adopted and the Bill was introduced.  

THE LAND ACQUISITION (ANDHRA PRADESH AMENDMENT AND VALIDATION) BILL, 1983.  

Sri P. Mahendranath:—Sir, I beg to move:  

“That the Land Acquisition (Andhra Pradesh Amendment and Validation) Bill, 1983 be taken into consideration.”  

Mr. Speaker:—Motion moved.
Government Bills:
Land Acquisition (Andhra Pradesh Amendment and Validation) Bill, 1983.

(1.) On the 1st day of March 1983, the Government of Andhra Pradesh received a notification under Section 13 of the Land Acquisition Act, 1983, for acquisition of certain lands for public purposes. The notification was published in the Government Gazette on the 23rd day of March 1983.

It is hereby declared that the notification carrying the same number was published in the Government Gazette on the 23rd day of March 1983.

Within 40 days from the date of publication of such notification, any person aggrieved may file an application to the Collector of the district within which the land is situated, under Section 18 of the Land Acquisition Act, 1983.

22nd March, 1983.
Government Bills: 22nd March, 1983
Land Acquisition (Andhra Pradesh Amendment and Validation) Bill, 1983.

The bill pertains to the acquisition of land in the state of Andhra Pradesh. The provisions of the bill aim to validate certain land acquisition processes. The details of the bill include the compensation amounts to be paid to the landowners. The compensation amounts are specified in the bill, with specific rates for different categories of land. The bill also includes provisions for the rehabilitation of the landowners affected by the acquisition.

The bill is expected to be discussed and debated in the state assembly. It is essential for the landowners to understand the implications of the bill and to ensure their rights are protected.

10 March 1983

101/9-12
Land Acquisition (Andhra Pradesh Amendment and Validation) Bill, 1983.

10th March, 1983. Government Bills:

Land Acquisition (Andhra Pradesh Amendment and Validation) Bill, 1983.
Government Bills:

Land Acquisition (Andhra Pradesh Amendment and Validation) Bill, 1983.

31 లేకపోయిన బిల్లు ప్రధాన మంత్రి ఉపాధ్యాయాన్ని అధీనస్థితి చేసి ఎంకి కాలంలో మరియు అనుసరించాడు. ప్రధాని అభివృద్ధి అనంతరం వచ్చిన ప్రతి సమయంలో విభాగానికి నిషేధించింది. దీన్ని నిషేధించిన ప్రతి సమయంలో నిషేధించకుండా వచ్చిన ప్రతి సమయంలో నిషేధించింది. దీన్ని నిషేధించిన ప్రతి సమయంలో నిషేధించింది. దీన్ని నిషేధించిన ప్రతి సమయంలో నిషేధించింది. దీన్ని నిషేధించిన ప్రతి సమయంలో నిషేధించింది.
Government Bills:
Land Acquisition (Andhra Pradesh Amendment and Validation) Bill, 1983.

22nd March, 1983.
Government Bills:

Land Acquisition (Andhra Pradesh Amendment and Validation) Bill, 1983.

22nd March, 1983.

[Document content in Telugu language]
Government Bills:
Land Acquisition (Andhra Pradesh Amendment and Validation) Bill, 1983.

22nd March, 1983

...
Government Bills: 22nd March, 1983

Land Acquisition (Andhra Pradesh Amendment and Validation) Bill, 1983.
Government Bills:
Land Acquisition (Andhra Pradesh Amendment and Validation) Bill, 1983.

22nd March, 1983.

...
Government Bills:

Land Acquisition (Andhra Pradesh Amendment and Validation) Bill, 1983.

22nd March, 1983.

सरकार जांच, दृष्टिकोण. आयुक्त स्वरूपमः सरकार मार्गदर्शन अनुसार वित्त दृष्टिकोण अनुसार मानवाधिकार घटक उपयोगी अनुसार सरकारी संस्थाओं के लिए मानव मार्ग अनुसार मानवाधिकार उपयोगी। सरकार स्वरूपमः सरकार मार्गदर्शन अनुसार सरकार मार्गदर्शन अनुसार मानव मार्ग अनुसार मानवाधिकार उपयोगी। सरकार मार्गदर्शन अनुसार मानव मार्ग अनुसार मानवाधिकार उपयोगी। सरकार मार्गदर्शन अनुसार मानव मार्ग अनुसार मानवाधिकार उपयोगी। सरकार मार्गदर्शन अनुसार मानव मार्ग अनुसार मानवाधिकार उपयोगी।
22nd March, 1983.

Government Bills:

Land Acquisition (Andhra Pradesh Amendment and Validation) Bill, 1983.

12& 22nd March, 1983. Government Bills:
Land Acquisition (Andhra Pradesh Amendment and Validation) Bill, 1983.

12& 22nd March, 1983. Government Bills:

Land Acquisition (Andhra Pradesh Amendment and Validation) Bill, 1983.

12& 22nd March, 1983. Government Bills:

Land Acquisition (Andhra Pradesh Amendment and Validation) Bill, 1983.

12& 22nd March, 1983. Government Bills:

Land Acquisition (Andhra Pradesh Amendment and Validation) Bill, 1983.

12& 22nd March, 1983. Government Bills:

Land Acquisition (Andhra Pradesh Amendment and Validation) Bill, 1983.

12& 22nd March, 1983. Government Bills:

Land Acquisition (Andhra Pradesh Amendment and Validation) Bill, 1983.

12& 22nd March, 1983. Government Bills:

Land Acquisition (Andhra Pradesh Amendment and Validation) Bill, 1983.

12& 22nd March, 1983. Government Bills:

Land Acquisition (Andhra Pradesh Amendment and Validation) Bill, 1983.

12& 22nd March, 1983. Government Bills:

Land Acquisition (Andhra Pradesh Amendment and Validation) Bill, 1983.

12& 22nd March, 1983. Government Bills:

Land Acquisition (Andhra Pradesh Amendment and Validation) Bill, 1983.

12& 22nd March, 1983. Government Bills:

Land Acquisition (Andhra Pradesh Amendment and Validation) Bill, 1983.

12& 22nd March, 1983. Government Bills:

Land Acquisition (Andhra Pradesh Amendment and Validation) Bill, 1983.

12& 22nd March, 1983. Government Bills:

Land Acquisition (Andhra Pradesh Amendment and Validation) Bill, 1983.
Government Bills:

Land Acquisition (Andhra Pradesh Amendment and Validation) Bill, 1983.
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సుమారు రెండు శతాబ్దాల క్రింద లింగాల భూమి జాతి గానూ భాగీకారిగా ఉండేది. ప్రతి సంవత్సరం రూ. 10,000 తొందరు పొడుచుకునే నీటి ఉండి చాలా నన్ను పెరుగుతుంది. ఉదాహరణ చేయించినంతప్పుడు మరుగు జాతి విస్తరించే కారణం ఉంది. తప్పించిన స్నాయుతులు ప్రతి ధర్మానికి ప్రతి అంగ పొడి లభిస్తాం. ఇందులో మరుగు జాతి ప్రతి అంగం పొడి లభించడానికే పలు సమస్యలు ఉన్నాయి. లింగాని నారకాల చూసి మరుగు జాతి ప్రతి అంగం పొడి లభించడానికే పలు సమస్యలు ఉన్నాయి.

ఇందులో గతానికి ప్రతి సాయంతర గణను పొడిన జాతి నారకాల సమయంలో రూ. 10,000 పొడి పొడిన జాతి నారకాల సమయంలో రూ. 10,000 పొడి పొడిన జాతి నారకాల సమయంలో రూ. 10,000 పొడి పొడిన జాతి నారకాల సమయంలో రూ. 10,000 పొడి పొడిన జాతి నారకాల సమయంలో రూ. 10,000 పొడి పొడిన జాతి నారకాల సమయంలో రూ. 10,000 పొడి పొడిన జాతి నారకాల సమయంలో రూ. 10,000 పొడి పొడిన జాతి నారకాల సమయంలో రూ. 10,000 పొడి పొడిన జాతి నారకాల సమయంలో రూ. 10,000 పొడి పొడిన జాతి నారకాల సమయంలో రూ. 10,000 పొడి పొడిన జాతి నారకాల సమయంలో రూ. 10,000 పొడి పొడిన జాతి నారకాల సమయంలో రూ. 10,000 పొడి పొడిన జాతి నారకాల సమయంలో రూ. 10,000 పొడి పొడిన జాతి నారకాల సమయంలో రూ. 10,000 పొడి పొడిన జాతి నారకాల సమయంలో రూ. 10,000 పొడి పొడి

ఇది సమయంలో మరుగు జాతి ప్రతి అంగం పొడి లభించడానికే పలు సమస్యలు ఉన్నాయి. లింగాని నారకాల చూసి మరుగు జాతి ప్రతి అంగం పొడి లభించడానికే పలు సమస్యలు ఉన్నాయి.
Government Bills:

22nd March, 1983.

Land Acquisition (Andhra Pradesh Amendment and Validation) Bill, 1983.

230

The Hon'ble Speaker:

The Hon'ble Speaker laid on the Table the Bill for the Land Acquisition (Andhra Pradesh Amendment and Validation) Bill, 1983.

The Bill was introduced by the Hon'ble Minister for Agriculture, and an explanation of the provisions was given by the Hon'ble Minister for Finance.

The Bill was referred to the Committee on Agriculture and Finance.

5-00 p.m.
Government Bills:

Land Acquisition (Andhra Pradesh Amendment and Validation) Bill, 1983.

22nd March, 1983.
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232 22nd March, 1983.

Government Bills:

Land Acquisition (Andhra Pradesh Amendment and Validation) Bill, 1983.

...
Government Bills:
Land Acquisition (Andhra Pradesh Amendment and Validation) Bill, 1983.

22nd March, 1983.
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Government Bills:

Land Acquisition (Andhra Pradesh Amendment and Validation) Bill, 1983.

22nd March, 1983.

The Honourable Member of the Legislative Assembly,

Government Bills:

Land Acquisition (Andhra Pradesh Amendment and Validation) Bill, 1983.

The Honourable Member of the Legislative Assembly,

Government Bills:

Land Acquisition (Andhra Pradesh Amendment and Validation) Bill, 1983.

The Honourable Member of the Legislative Assembly,

Government Bills:

Land Acquisition (Andhra Pradesh Amendment and Validation) Bill, 1983.

The Honourable Member of the Legislative Assembly,

Government Bills:

Land Acquisition (Andhra Pradesh Amendment and Validation) Bill, 1983.

The Honourable Member of the Legislative Assembly,

Government Bills:

Land Acquisition (Andhra Pradesh Amendment and Validation) Bill, 1983.

The Honourable Member of the Legislative Assembly,

Government Bills:

Land Acquisition (Andhra Pradesh Amendment and Validation) Bill, 1983.

The Honourable Member of the Legislative Assembly,

Government Bills:

Land Acquisition (Andhra Pradesh Amendment and Validation) Bill, 1983.

The Honourable Member of the Legislative Assembly,

Government Bills:

Land Acquisition (Andhra Pradesh Amendment and Validation) Bill, 1983.

The Honourable Member of the Legislative Assembly,
Government Bills:
Land Acquisition (Andhra Pradesh Amendment and Validation) Bill, 1983.

22nd March, 1983.

Land Acquisition (Andhra Pradesh Amendment and Validation) Bill, 1983.
Government Bills:
Land Acquisition (Andhra Pradesh Amendment and Validation) Bill, 1983.

5-30 p.m. Lord's motion to adjourn the House. Question
of adjournment was taken up. The House adjourned at 05.30
p.m. on Thursday, 22nd March, 1983.

236 22nd March, 1983.

Government Bills:
Land Acquisition (Andhra Pradesh Amendment and Validation) Bill, 1983.

6. 3. 1983 (Bill no. 1) — The Hon. Deputy Speaker (Mr. R. J.
Saiyagama): — The Hon. Members, we have before us
a Bill. The Bill is introduced as Bill no. 1. The
Bill has been referred to the Committee. We have
36 days for the consideration of the Bill. The
Hon. Members, you may consider the Bill now.

Speaker (Mr. K. S. Kimiyama): — The Hon.
Members, we have before us a Bill. The Bill has
been referred to the Committee. The Committee
will take up the Bill after the consideration of
the Bill. The Hon. Members, you may consider
the Bill now.
Government Bills:
Land Acquisition (Andhra Pradesh Amendment and Validation) Bill, 1983.

Mr. Speaker:—The question is:
“That the Land Acquisition (Andhra Pradesh Amendment and Validation) Bill, 1983 be taken into consideration.”

(Pause.)

The motion was adopted.

Mr. Speaker:—There are no amendments to Causes 2 to 4.

The question is:
Clauses 2 to 4 do stand part of the Bill.

(Pause.)

The motion was adopted and Clauses 2 to 4 were added to the Bill.

CLAUSE 5.

Mr. Speaker:—I request the Minister for Revenue to move the amendments.

Sri P. Mahendranath:—Sir, I beg to move:

1. In sub-clause (a) of Clause 5 for the words “or over” substitute the words “or ever”.

2. In sub-clause (b) of Clause 5 for the words “valid” substitute the words “invalid”.

Mr. Speaker:—Amendments moved.

The question is:

1. In sub-clause (a) of Clause 5 for the words “or over” substitute the words “or ever”.

2. In sub-clause (b) of Clause 5 for the words “valid” substitute the words “invalid”.

(Pause.)

The amendments were carried.

Mr. Speaker:—The question is:
“That Clause 5 as amended do stand part of the Bill.”
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(Pause.)

The motion was adopted and Clause 5 as amended was added to the Bill.

Mr. Speaker:—There are no amendments to Clause 1, Enacting Formula and Long Title.

The question is:

"That Clause 1, Enacting Formula and Long Title do stand part of the Bill."

(Pause.)

The motion was adopted and Clause 1, Enacting Formula and Long Title were added to the Bill.

Mr. Speaker:—I shall now request the Minister to move the motion for passing the Bill.

Sri P. Mahendranath:—Sir, I beg to move:

"That the Land Acquisition (Andhra Pradesh Amendment and Validation) Bill, 1983 be passed."

Mr. Speaker:—Motion moved.

The question is:

"That the Land Acquisition (Andhra Pradesh Amendment and Validation) Bill, 1983 be passed."

(Pause.)

The motion was adopted and the Bill was passed.

SHORT DISCUSSION ON DROUGHT CONDITIONS AND SCARCITY OF DRINKING WATER IN THE STATE.

Sri A. Madan Mohan:—The drought situation in the State is known to one and all. When we were in the Government we wrote to the Government stating that it is something very extraordinary and it should not be treated as a normal situation. We could visualise the situation of the coming months. The agricultural labour including the small and marginal farmers estimated at about 34 lakhs would be rendered without employment and this is a very stupendous task on the shoulders of this Government and it has to accept this challenge and try to meet squarely. In view of that situation we had requested the Government of India to be more generous in allocating funds to us. We all know that normally in a situation of this kind it is only 5 per cent of the total plan outlay could be spent. Because of the abnormality of the situation and because of the earnest desire of the then Government, we have taken necessary measures. We have also not only approached the Government of India but we could convince the official team which had come here. Because of the generosity of the Prime Minister Smt. Indira Gandhi who viewed the whole situation more from the human point of view than just formally giving some assistance. We could see that the restrictions imposed normally con-
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Fixed to 5 per cent of the total plan outlay is relaxed to a great extent. Nearly Rs. 69 crores was granted. It was not a small amount. Never in the history of Andhra Pradesh we could get such an enormous amount in order to meet the situation. After this Government came into existence we have received replies from various Ministers and sometimes from the Chief Minister. It is shocking to note that you have not at all spent the amount. In fact the amount which has to be spent by the end of March was not spent. The Government may ultimately say that they could get another additional 12 or 15 crores from the Government of India with the result it only comes to Rs. 40 crores and odd. What should happen to the other Rs. 28 crores? This Government has failed, to get other additional amount from the Government of India. This is my charge. It has miserably failed to spend by 31st March. The other day the Revenue Minister was saying that he would be able to spend the amount by 31st March. I am surprised to know how this would be possible, because hardly we have another one week or 10 days to go to reach 31st March. Is it practicable for anybody to spend such a big amount? The Government of India would be sending the official team. If they come, probably they may not be able to recommend for our requirements. This is a very difficult position in which more than the Government, the people of Andhra Pradesh are placed. I think the Government has to give a serious thought to these commissions and omissions. Drinking water problem is very acute. In fact when we were in the Government we have estimated about Rs. 26 crores. We have to see that every village has this drinking water facility.

This Telugu Desam Party before it came to form the Government it did say in its manifesto and in their speeches that they will be able to provide drinking water which is the basic necessity to every village and every man. Certainly it is a good gesture on the part of Telugu Desam Party. When people have believed and have voted them into power, they will have to accept the responsibility and try to see that the people are not put to unnecessary hardship and inconvenience in the coming months, because the coming months are going to be very very difficult months from the point of view of drinking water, from the point of view of fodder and many other things. Unfortunately because of the successive drought years in our State the food production certainly has fallen. This has to be taken into consideration. There should not be any freeze on drought funds. Our information is that they are putting freeze on every fund and it is very unfortunate. Whether the people are now really finding hard for their livelihood? Whether there is a wholesale migration of the people from one village to another in order to eke out their livelihood? As a custodian of this Government he should accept the responsibility and see that they are not migrated and on the contrary they are provided with assistance in the place where actually they are living. I don’t know what GOV...
ment proposes to do in this respect. Livestock is very very necessary
for the farmers and if proper care is not taken there is every likelihood
that the livestock might perish. We have a responsibility to see that
the livestock in our State is not perished. We have actually visualised
the situation and we have released 8.56 crores while we were in the
Government. Now it is because of our persuasion that the Govern­
ment is hesitatingly coming forward to see that something is done on
the drought situation and scarcity of drinking water. In fact this was
taken up by all Leaders in the Assembly. It was insisted upon and
then only the Government came forward with notes. They have really
not taken the problem seriously which is being faced by the State and
the people. I am happy that now the Government feels its responsibi­

lity and it has to discharge its responsibility in trying to meet the
situation.
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and

6.00 p.m.

 Sitharama (Governor) —[Reads], noted the recent developments and the need to take immediate action to relieve the situation. The Governor mentioned the importance of water conservation and the need for public awareness. He also discussed the measures taken by the government to address the water crisis.

The Governor emphasized the need for effective planning and management of water resources. He highlighted the importance of timely action to ensure the availability of water for the people.

The Governor concluded by expressing his confidence in the efforts of the government and the people to overcome the water crisis.
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80 వి చేతి కాలంలో జరిగాయి 10, 15 సంవత్సరాల పరంగా పుణయాన చేసిని పొడి. కానీ ఇది పూర్తిస్తే యొక్క అదరాదారం చేసిని పొడి విషయం. 10, 15 సంవత్సరాల పరంగా పుణయాన చేసిని తెలియవచ్చు. 80 వి చేతి కాలం ప్రపంచానికి అంతర్భాగంగా ఉండాలేదు. వారికి వారికి ప్రమాణం ఉంటుంది ఎక్కడ అదరాదారం చేసిని పొడి. అది చాలా ప్రమాణంగా ఉంటుంది. 80 వి చేతి కాలం మీద వారికి ప్రమాణం ఉంటుంది. 80 వి చేతి కాలం వారికి ప్రమాణం ఉంటుంది.
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The drought conditions have been very severe. The state has been facing severe water scarcity. In many districts, the water level in the rivers and tanks has been very low. The crops have been affected due to the lack of water. The government has declared a drought emergency in some districts. The water supply has been reduced in many areas. The people are facing difficulties in getting drinking water. The government is taking measures to tackle the situation. The situation is likely to improve in the coming days.
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The situation regarding drought conditions and scarcity of drinking water in the State is dire. It has been observed that due to a 3-month dry period, the water levels in the reservoirs have dropped significantly. As a result, the water supply to various districts has been severely affected. The irrigation canals and waterways have also been affected, as the inflow of water has been reduced.

The government has taken several measures to address the situation, including the construction of new reservoirs and the conservation of rainwater. However, the situation remains critical, and further action is required.

In the short term, the government has advised residents to conserve water and reduce their water consumption. Long-term solutions include the construction of more water reservoirs and the development of alternative water sources.

Despite these efforts, the situation remains challenging, and the government is working closely with local communities to ensure that everyone has access to safe drinking water.
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In view of widespread drought conditions and scarcity of drinking water in the state, the following points may be highlighted:

1. The state has experienced severe drought conditions this year,licting a significant impact on agriculture and rural livelihoods. The situation has been exacerbated by consecutive years of dry spell, leading to reduced water inflow in rivers and reservoirs.

2. Water conservation measures need to be intensified. This includes promoting rainwater harvesting, scientific irrigation practices, and reducing water wastage.

3. There is a need for early warning systems to forecast drought conditions accurately, enabling timely interventions.

4. The government should consider establishing drought relief funds to support affected communities, particularly farmers and pastoralists.

5. Public awareness programmes should be conducted to educate people about the importance of water conservation and sustainable practices.

In conclusion, it is imperative that concerted efforts are made to address the challenges posed by drought conditions and ensure sustainable water management practices in the state.
Short Discussion on Drought Conditions
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The situation prevailing in the state is of great concern. The drought conditions and scarcity of drinking water have been exacerbated by the lack of timely rainfall and inefficient water management practices. The government has been urged to take immediate action to ensureadequate water supply to the affected areas.

Furthermore, the state has called for enhanced measures to prevent soil erosion and improve water conservation practices. The residents have been encouraged to adopt sustainable water management practices to mitigate the impact of drought.

In conclusion, the discussion highlighted the urgent need for concerted efforts from all stakeholders to address the water crisis in the state. Cooperation between the government, local communities, and water officials is crucial in ensuring a sustainable water supply for the long term.
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The drought conditions have led to a significant increase in the number of dry wells and the scarcity of drinking water in the state. The situation has worsened due to the failure of the monsoon season. The government has taken several measures to address the water shortage, including the construction of new water reservoirs and the optimization of existing ones. Despite these efforts, the people are facing considerable difficulties in accessing clean drinking water. The government has appealed to all citizens to conserve water and not to waste it. The situation requires immediate attention from both the government and the international community to provide necessary assistance to the affected population.
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Due to the severe drought and scarcity of drinking water, the state is facing significant challenges. The situation has worsened due to the lack of rainfall and inadequate water sources. The state government has taken measures to address the issue, including the construction of new water reservoirs and the rationing of water supplies. However, the situation remains critical, and more efforts are needed to alleviate the suffering of the people.
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3 months ago, the situation was alarming. The rainfall was very low. The crops were drying up. The irrigation tanks were empty. The farmers were facing difficulties in watering their crops. The water level in the rivers was very low. The situation was critical.

On April 10th, 1983, the government decided to declare a drought emergency. The government provided necessary aid to the affected areas. The farmers were advised to adopt drought-resistant crops.

10/1/9—16.
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and Scarcity of Drinking Water in the State.

(1) We have to take up large number of small water storage reservoirs and tanks for surface flow irrigation, (2) construction of pick-up anicuts and excavation of supply channels to the existing tanks for augmentation of supplies, (3) construction of large number of percolation tanks for recharging of wells for drinking water and for irrigation purpose, and (4) construction of check dams on all hill streams for storage.
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The meeting started at 7:00 p.m. and continued till 8:30 p.m. The discussion was held in the conference hall of the State Government buildings.

The meeting was attended by officials from various departments and representatives from local organizations. The discussion was aimed at identifying the causes of the drought and the measures to be taken to mitigate its effects.

The meeting was chaired by the Chief Minister of the State. The session opened with an introductory speech by the Chief Minister. The speech was followed by a detailed presentation by the Special Coordinator for Drought Management.

The discussion was divided into two parts. The first part was dedicated to the causes of the drought, while the second part was focused on the measures to be taken to address the problem.

In the first part, the Special Coordinator highlighted the role of climate change in the occurrence of the drought. He also mentioned the importance of early warning systems and the need for a more proactive approach to water management.

In the second part, the discussion turned to the measures that could be taken to mitigate the effects of the drought. The Special Coordinator suggested measures such as the construction of more dams, the development of alternative sources of water, and the improvement of irrigation systems.

The meeting concluded with a call for action from all stakeholders to address the issue of the drought. The Chief Minister stressed the importance of collaboration and urged all to contribute to the efforts to deal with the crisis.
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Statement by the Chief Minister:
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re: Food Grain Policy.

Mr. Speaker:—Statement means, an oral statement. It need not be a written statement.

Sri S. Jaipal Reddy:—Sir, here the Minister or the C.M. while making a policy statement, a copy of the same should be furnished to the Hon’ble Speaker. Are they with you Sir?

Mr. Speaker:—According to Rule 323, a Statement may be made by a Minister on a matter of public importance with the consent of the Speaker but no question shall be asked at the time, a Statement is made.

Sri M. Omkar:—Sir, let me raise a Point of Order. Hitherto, it has been the practice that whenever a Minister or Chief Minister makes a statement, it should be on behalf of the Government. The Hon’ble Chief Minister has categorically stated that he is speaking out of his own views and thoughts.

(Interruptions.)

(Bell.)

Sri S. Jaipal Reddy:—Sir, a copy must be made available.......

Mr. Speaker:—Need not and it may be an oral statement. Please resume your seat.

Sri S. Jaipal Reddy:—Statement means, an oral statement.

Mr. Speaker:—Statement means, an oral statement. It need not be a written statement.
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He did not say that it is a Policy Statement. Did he say like that? According to the Chief Minister, he did not speak anything about the Food Grain Policy. He said something about the importance of food grains. Did he mention that? You please just verify.

Mr. Speaker:—Mr. Omkar, whenever a Minister makes a statement, the statement is on behalf of the Government only.

Sri M. Omkar:—Sir, had he not mentioned 'categorically' of course we should have presumed that it has been made on behalf of the Government. Let the Chief Minister clarify the same.

Mr. Speaker:—Will the Chief Minister clarify whether the statement is on behalf of the Government or his personal statement?
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re: Food Grain Policy.

Sir, before going into details, the Rule 323 says: “A statement may be made by a Minister on a matter of public importance with the consent of the Speaker but no question shall be asked at the time, the statement is made”. Only at the time the statement is made, the questions shall not be asked. Now the statement is over. Moreover, you must look at the background on which the statement is made. This statement is in response to the 329 motion, which we have already tabled. The Hon'ble Minister for Civil Supplies, while answering this question in the morning said “anyhow the C.M. is making a policy statement on the same issue in the evening, then you can get the additional clarification”. Now that the C.M. is making a statement we have postponed our supplementary in the morning, expecting that the C.M. will make a statement and we will have to seek some clarifications. He is the Chief Minister and he has got the power to make a statement at any time with your permission.

Mr. Omkar?

Sri M. Venkaiah Naidu:—Sir, before going into details, the Rule 323 says: “A statement may be made by a Minister on a matter of public importance with the consent of the Speaker but no question shall be asked at the time, the statement is made”. Only at the time the statement is made, the questions shall not be asked. Now the statement is over. Moreover, you must look at the background on which the statement is made. This statement is in response to the 329 motion, which we have already tabled. The Hon'ble Minister for Civil Supplies, while answering this question in the morning said “anyhow the C.M. is making a policy statement on the same issue in the evening, then you can get the additional clarification”. Now that the C.M. is making a statement we have postponed our supplementary in the morning, expecting that the C.M. will make a statement and we will have to seek some clarifications. He is the Chief Minister and he has got the power to make a statement at any time with your permission.

Not now but at a later date. What is that clarification you wanted, Mr. Omkar?

Sir, before going into details, the Rule 323 says: “A statement may be made by a Minister on a matter of public importance with the consent of the Speaker but no question shall be asked at the time, the statement is made”. Only at the time the statement is made, the questions shall not be asked. Now the statement is over. Moreover, you must look at the background on which the statement is made. This statement is in response to the 329 motion, which we have already tabled. The Hon'ble Minister for Civil Supplies, while answering this question in the morning said “anyhow the C.M. is making a policy statement on the same issue in the evening, then you can get the additional clarification”. Now that the C.M. is making a statement we have postponed our supplementary in the morning, expecting that the C.M. will make a statement and we will have to seek some clarifications. He is the Chief Minister and he has got the power to make a statement at any time with your permission.
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Co-operatives can take maximum advantage of market conditions if Government does not interfere, the ryots are given freedom.
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...
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SHOR**D DISCUSSION ON DROUGHT CONDITION AND SCARCITY OF DRINKING WATER IN THE STATE (Contd.).
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Mr. Speaker:—The House now stands adjourned till 8-30 a.m. 8-01 p. m. tomorrow.

(The House then adjourned at 8-01 p.m. to meet again at 8-30 a.m. on Wednesday, the 23rd March, 1983.)